Submission
FFP Project (Fixed Deadline): April 25th 2024, 13:00 Dublin local time
FFP Award (Rolling Call): OPEN for submissions

Proposal Submission

Eligibility checks

Ineligible
Ineligible proposals withdrawn without review

Eligible

Awards

Stage 1: Postal Review

Step 1. Proposals reviewed by a minimum of three reviewers

Step 2. Applicant response to reviewers’ comments

Step 3. Applicant response and all three anonymous reviews for each proposal are made available to original reviewers, who have the opportunity to adjust their reviews and ratings. Reviewers will provide a funding recommendation

Triage: Proposals receiving two or more 'Do Not Fund' Decisions will be declined. Proposals receiving two or more 'Fund' decisions will progress to the ranked list

An Oversight Panel can be convened (if necessary) where additional assessment is required

Projects

Stage 1: Virtual Panel Review

Step 1. Proposals reviewed by a minimum of three reviewers

Step 2. Applicant response to reviewers’ comments

Step 3. Applicant response and all three anonymous reviews for each proposal are made available to original reviewers, who have the opportunity to adjust their reviews and ratings. Reviewers will provide a funding recommendation

Triage: Proposals receiving two or more 'Do Not Fund' Decisions will be declined. Proposals receiving two or more 'Fund' decisions will progress to the ranked list

An Oversight Panel can be convened (if necessary) where additional assessment is required

SFI Executive Committee approval or SFI Grant Approval Committee approval, where required*

* In accordance with the Terms of Reference of the GAC, approval will be requested for recommendations where the amount of SFI funding is above the delegated authority of the SFI Executive (greater than €250,000 per annum).

Fund

Do not fund

Feedback received by applicants